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“Welcome to Baker’s Book Café” 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

 
The subject of English Language Arts in middle school is not generally a topic 

which excites or tantalizes the average individual. However, when packaged creatively 
by an innovative teacher, it can be game changing. 

Bethanie Baker is an English teacher at Yucca Middle School who has set up 
“Book Tastings” in her classroom. Dropping by her classroom, the first thing I noticed 
was the sign, “Welcome to Baker’s Book Café.” Student desks were grouped into fours, 
facing each other and covered with a checkered table cloth. On the café “tables” were 
a candle (battery operated); a laminated tri-fold menu, and placemats. “Napkins” were 
passed out, with “questions to think about” printed on them. The delectable offerings 
on the Book Tasting Menu included Where the Red Fern Grows by Wilson Rawls; To 
Kill a Mockingbird (Harper Lee); The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe (C. S. Lewis); 
Holes (Louis Sachar); and more. 

Baker explained, “The whole premise is to strengthen students’ reading skills 
and get them engaged in reading. The kids love it!” Baker began the project by 
looking at all her students’ data. Gathering their various scores - from Lexile reading 
levels to short cycle assessments, she identified what students needed to work on, such 
as, characterization, theme, plot analysis, and so forth. 

Students had an opportunity to “taste” the various books and then choose the 
one they wanted to read. They were then grouped by their book choice into literature 
circles at their checkered-tablecloth-covered “tables.” 

Students would spend time reading, then they’d identify different roles in their 
group – discussion facilitator, recorder, etc. – periodically rotating roles within the 
group. They had other resources for processing the new vocabulary they encountered, 
where they’d do a formal definition, find an example, define in their own words, and 
record tips for remembering. 

Once or twice during the period, Baker would call out, “Brain Break!” Students 
would stand and stretch, then pair up with someone else in the classroom not in their 
lit circle. Different prompts were offered; “Tell your partner about the weirdest, the 
funniest, or oddest word you came across,” and students would share. Wandering 
among the groups, I heard some great words from students: dingy, tyrannical, 
inexorable, knoll, were among the words being animatedly discussed. 

Just before the bell rang, Baker circled through the classroom offering after-
dinner mints served on a tray to students. 

Now, that’s an English class. 
 

Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy is the Instructional Technology Coordinator for the Clovis Municipal Schools and can be reached at 
cindy.kleynkennedy@clovis-schools.org 
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